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Abstract— Construction of quality domain ontologies involves many roles and actors to work collaboratively in order to develop 

ontology. It requires a wide range of knowledge on what to be a part of the domain and what not, so a collaborative tool MoKi , a Semantic 
Media wiki which involves two main roles namely domain experts and knowledge engineers to work together in modeling the ontologies 
and helps the end user to get the information in a very less time is been described over here. In this paper we give a detailed description on 
the  MoKi tool which is interrelated to the wiki pages adding semantic annotations making it easy to extract information and synergic. 
MoKi is a process of creating an enterprise model. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Now-a-days ontologies have made its dominance in making the semantic web most prominent one. Ontologies helped the 

user to get the required information within a short period of time when compared with the synta ctic unstructured web. Craft ing 

ontologies now has become a teamwork activity involving many ro les and actors. As it is not possible to have a complete 

knowledge and skills on a part icular domain in one person, many ro les and actors are involved to work together in a team to 

obtain a collaborative work producing good results. So a tool was developed i.e. collaborative enterprise modeling tool which is 

interrelated to wiki is been introduced named MoKi (the Modeling Wiki).  

Wiki is a huge collection of data where collaborative modifications, addition or removal of its content can be done easily 

using a typical wiki text written in simple markup language or with some text editor. Wiki is a  database for collaborative and 

distributed content authoring; people all over the world access the content and any changes are immediately made available to the 

users. Recent works on wiki has shown some of the collaborative features needed in ontology authoring. These collaborative 

features made the development of the semantic wiki. A theoretical description is described in this paper of the MoKi the 

collaborative tool used mostly for modeling the enterprise business applications is given. 

The idea behind MoKi is that the domain experts are just not only to provide domain knowledge to knowledge engineers but 

also to directly involve in developing ontologies together with knowledge engineers; this is the most important thing which made 
it differ from the wiki to make the ontology construction more apt to the needs . Supporting collaboration between the individuals 

of the complete team, and the important one is to be independent to their role, and well recognized in MoKi. Supporting 

collaboration requires enabling the awareness to the user on the evolution of the modeling, favoring the coordination of the 
modeling effort within the team, and also the communication of modeling choices and decisions among the modelers [1]. In the 

later section we will see the introduction to wiki tool, its collaborative features, collaborative features evolved from wiki, the 
functionalities and conclusion. 

II. WIKI  

 

Wiki is a Web 2.0 tool, which  allows web pages to be created and edited by any user simultaneously. It is the simplest online 

database that could possibly work in allowing users to access the data so easily and quickly. W iki is a Hawaiian word which 

means quick. The most popular web technology that enabled collaborative editing of documents over the web using simple 

mark-up language or any rich text editor is wiki. The best-known example of a wiki is probably Wikipedia which consists of a 

huge amount of informat ion collaboratively authored by different contributors all over the world. Ideally, wiki supports results 

in continuous improvement of web pages that consists of a shared understanding and agreed by contributors as well.  

It promotes meaningful topic associations between different pages by making page link creat ion almost easy and showing 

whether an intended target page exists or not. wikis were originally envisage for editing of unstructured content, like text, their  

pertinence for the authoring of structured content has been shown in the recent works including ontologies. Wikis offers some 
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collaborative features, which can be explo ited to favour the kind of collaboration needed for ontology authoring like the wikis 

editing interfaces which can be easily customized, even at user or by a group of user’s level, so to provide mechanis ms to access 

and author the ontology compatibly to the skills and role of the team members. Thus, the limited part of the ontologies is edited 

by the domain experts; the rest of the ontology is done by the Knowledge engineers . The collaborative nature of wikis will be 

discussed in the next section; this helped to build many other collaborative featured web  applications with fine improvements 

making them the so easy to access and get the required information to the user in quick way. 

 

III. COLLABORATIVE FEATURES OF WIKI 

 

We have seen what wiki is all about who will be the actors who take responsibility in authoring ontology and the 

collaboration between the actors making it easy and quick access to the users. The impact of some of the wiki features are 

described over here that gave effectiveness in ontology authoring: 

 

A. Contents Multi Mode Access 

 

Wikis easiness in customizing the text provided in the context is the first step to its success, by considering the users 

concerns and the way the users want to interact with the content. Wiki p rovides a multimode access to the user by providing 

editing interfaces in a customizab le way for each user or user group, so to provide access mechanism wiki restricted by givin g 

preferences, skill and roles in the team for authoring and supporting the participation in the process. 

B. Discussions in wiki 

Wiki allow d iscussions where the authors can communicate, comment, debate, discuss, provide information and add the 

information in the page. 

C. History 

Wiki provide the view history and the changes made by any user in the view history tab which is a key feature in tracking  

the change or any comments made. 

D. Watchlist 

This feature allows the user to know how the evolution is taking place in the web page they are interested.  

E. Notifications 

This helps the user to notify as soon as any changes are made in a particular topic what the user is searching for.  

 

These are the features of wiki, a collaborative ontology which helped in building these kind s of systems. 

 

IV. MOKI 

 

MoKi is a tool supporting articulated enterprise modelling through structured wiki pages. It allows heterogeneous teams 

consisting of many experts with good knowledge engineering skills, and to act ively part icipate in inserting, transforming the 

knowledge and revising it at different levels. MoKi was on the top of semantic wiki for various reasons : 

 

• Wikis are a state of the art collaborative tool. 

• Users are quite familiar with wikis and editing of wiki pages, due to the growing popularity of wiki-based web sites.  

• It provides a uniform tool for the (informal) specification of different components of an enterprise model (domain, 

processes, and competencies in our case).  
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• Fourth, the natural language descriptions inserted in a semantic wiki can be structured according to predefined 

templates, with the help of semantic constructs like attributes and relations. As a consequence, the informal descriptions in  

natural language contain enough structure to be automatically translated in formal models, thus allowing the reuse of informal 

descriptions for automatic ontology creation.  

 

 Only a web-browser is required on the end user side to use the system. 

 

V. IMPROVED COLLABORATIVE FEATURES OF MOKI 

 

A. Multi-mode access to page content 

Users can access the ontological knowledge contained in MoKi using the three different access modes: 

 

1) The unstructured access mode: This access mode allows the user to edit/view the content of the unstructured part of the 

MoKi page of an ontology entity. The editing/viewing of this part occurs in the standard Media Wiki way.  

 

2) The fully -structured access mode: This access mode allows the user to edit/ view the content of the structured part of a 

MoKi page using the full OW L 2 expressivity, allowing  to view/edit formal statements (axioms) describing the ontology entity 

associated to the page. According to the latex2owl syntax axioms are written, a latex style format for writing ontologies using a 

text ed itor, that is automatically translated into (an RDF/XML serialization of) OW L. KEs only is meant to use this access mode. 

 

3) The lightly-structured access mode: The purpose of this access mode is to allow users with limited knowledge 

engineering skills, the content of the structured part can be edit or v iewed on the MoKi page in  a simplified  and less formal way. 

This access mode is meant to be used mainly by DEs . 

 

4) Discussion mechanism 

 

MoKi explo its the MediaWiki Discussion mechanism to enable domain experts and knowledge engineers commenting on 

modeling choices, and debating possible modeling options in order to converge to a  shared formalization. Discussions are 

possible on a single ontology entity or on (part of) the whole model. Comments in the discussion pages are organized  in  threa ds, 

with details on the user and date/time associated to each comment.  

B. Watch list 

The Media Wiki watch list functionality allows MoKi users to be notified (with messages and email alerts) of changes 

performed on pages (and, thus, ontology entities) they are monitoring. The user can autonomously decide t o add/remove 

ontology entity of their own watch list. By default, pages created/edited/discussed by a user are automatically  added to the users 

watch list. 

C. Notification mechanism 

MoKi provides a notification mechanis m which allows users to be updated of changes on the ontology that are relevant for  

them. Notificat ions are automatically  sent in case changes to pages in the users’ watchlist occur. Users can also explicit ly notify 

(a subset of) other users of specific changes they performed, solicit ing a confirmation or revision on some specific aspect  of the 

ontology. Users receive notification by email, or the first time they connect back to MoKi. 

D. Revision history 

 Any change and comment added on specific ontology entities is tracked in MoKi, thanks to the revision mechanism 

provided by Media Wiki. So me specific functionality are provided, like browsing the last changes performed, ontology entities  

that are created newly, specific user contributions, recent/new discussions, most active users, and so on, to enable users being 

aware of the activities happening on the ontology.  
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E. Describing knowledge in a MoKi page 

 

The main idea behind MoKi is that an enterprise model is expressed as a collection of interrelated wiki pages connected by 

typed links. Model elements (domain concepts, properties, processes) are associated to MoKi pages which contain informal but 

structured information about the element itself. There are two parts that MoKi page.  

 

 In the structured part the element is described by means of triplets of the form (subject, relation, object), with the element 

itself playing the role of the subject; the purpose of this part is to represent the connection between the  elements of the 

enterprise model.  

 

 Second part is the informal part. In this part the element is described mainly  using natural language sentences (images or 

drawings can be attached as well); the purpose of this part is to enrich the description of the model by  documenting it and 

clarifying it  to users not trained in the formal representation. The users access page via forms, so he/she does not need to 

know any particular syntax or language to participate in the creation of the enterprise model. All the actors involved in 

the modeling activit ies can also interact with each other’s  and exchange further ideas and comments using the SMW's 

built-in discussion functionality. 

 

 

VI. FUNCTIONALITIES OF MOKI 

A. Import 

Moki provide two types of import functionalities : 

 First, functionalit ies to import pre -existing structured knowledge. Currently it is possible to upload OW L domain  

ontologies, and to import list of domain concepts or tasks organized in a simple textual structure where indentation is 

used to indicate a hierarchy. Depending on the user's choice, the hierarchy is interpreted as taxonomy or partonomy. 

This functionality takes care of creating the indicated concepts as well as the properties denoting the desired hierarchy . 

 Second, text analysis functionalities such as the extraction of relevant terms from d igital resources and the clustering of 

such terms according to their relatedness  are included to support the utilizat ion of available unstructured knowledge 

relevant for the modeling activ ity. The latter functionalit ies are p rovided by the  Know Miner an  advanced text analysis 

tool developed by the Know-Center. 

 

B. Model Management 

 

This set of functionalities supplies the basic functionality each modeling tool necessarily provides: creating, editing and deleting 

model elements. Depending on the type of element, predefined templates are loaded when it is created or edited. Such template s 

contain for instance properties for specifying taxonomy or partonomy, or a sequence in the case of tasks. 

 

C. Visualization 

 

These functionalities allow producing different types of graphical overviews of the models: they help the actors to deal with  the 

global 4 in  what fo llows, we indicate with \model element" any basic component of the models (e.g. a concept, a relation, a task, 

a competency and so on) Picture on the models and not only with the single model elements. For example, with the help of the Is 

A Browser and the PartOf Browser, the user can easily visualize and rearrange via drag and drop the taxonomy and partonomy of 

concepts in the domain model.  

 

D. Export 

 
These functionalities support the fully automatic export of knowledge of the enterprise model into standard knowledge 

representation languages. At the moment the supported formalism is OWL for the whole enterprise model.  
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E. Revision 

These functionalities support the revision of the enterprise model. For instance, automatic checks analyze properties of 

business domain concepts and list those concepts which may need revision, based on experiences general rules -of-thumb in 

knowledge engineering. 

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper we presented a new collaborative tool, called MoKi, to support the creation of integrated enterprise models.  

MoKi supports collaboration in the modeling activities among people with different skills and levels of expertise. Currently 

there are many improvements to the tool in several directions, which  span from including support for the modeling of 

competencies, improving support for processes modeling and processes visualization, and improving the preservation of the 

alignment between the content described in MoKi pages and the formal models created. 
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